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ABSTRACT 

These Internet of Things (IoT) is a swiftly evolving paradigm having 

potential to transform the physical interaction between the individuals and 

organizations. IoT network aims to exchange ‘‘things’’ in secure and 

reliable way through IT infrastructure. This technology has found 

application in multiple fields such as, healthcare, learning and training, 

resource management, information processing to name a few.A prevention 

technique is proposed to enhance cyber security of IoT devices and 

networks against DDoS attacks which consume the bandwidth in modern 

Internet of things (IoT) devices.DDoS includes a group of attacker nodes 

and targets the victim to prevent the legitimate users from accessing the 

network services and resources. Intrusion prevention system in IoT devices 

are the procedures that are treated as Add-ons’ of the intrusion detection 

system to actively defend and prevent the intrusions, that are detected by 

the detection procedures of the IDS. The report that is generated by the IDS 

after analyzing the report of the forensic analysis is the base of the proposed 

procedure. As extension in this project to increase network performance and 

to reduced packet transmission time we are employing packet compression 

technique. 

Keywords: IoT, DDoS, Cyber Security, IDS, IPS. 

1. Introduction 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a rapidly growing trend that involves connecting various devices 

and objects through wireless sensors and the internet. It enables seamless communication and 

interaction between physical objects, users, and the virtual world. The primary objective of IoT 

is to facilitate the exchange of data and services within the global supply chain network. It is 

an active IT infrastructure with self-configuring capabilities that allow different devices to 

communicate through intelligent interfaces. 

However, one of the significant challenges faced by IoT is security. Unlike traditional wired 

networks, wireless IoT networks are more vulnerable to attacks. In wired networks, traffic 

passes through secure routing devices equipped with firewalls and other security measures. In 

contrast, IoT networks, being peer-to-peer and ad-hoc in nature, lack centralized control, and 

the communication links between nodes are wireless. The dynamic and decentralized nature of 
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IoT networks makes it necessary for each node to incorporate security mechanisms to 

preventattacks. 

 

Fig.1: Example figure 

2. Literature Review 

Internet of Things: A Comprehensive Study of Security Issues and Defense Mechanisms: 

AUTHORS:  T. A. Ahanger and A. Aljumah. 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is an evolving global trend in Web-based information architecture 

aiding in the exchange of services and goods over a network without necessitating human-to-

human or human-to-computer interaction. It has the potential to revolutionize physical world 

interaction of individuals and the organizations. The application of IoT can be recognized 

significantly in many areas such as in healthcare, resource management, learning, knowledge 

processing, and many more. The practical realization of IoT is met with a plethora of security 

and privacy challenges that need to be tackled for IoT's successful deployment on a 

commercially viable large scale. This paper analyzes the security issues related to IoT networks 

through an analysis of the existing empirical researches to get an insight on the security 

requirements of the IoT networks. The findings of the study revealed that security threats are 

one of the biggest and ever-growing challenges for IoT, and it is essential to substantially 

mitigate them for the success of this platform. 

An IoT-Aware Architecture for Smart Healthcare Systems: 

AUTHORS:  L. Catarinucci et al. 

Over the last few years, the convincing forward steps in the development of Internet of Things 

(IoT)-enabling solutions are spurring the advent of novel and fascinating applications. Among 

others, mainly radio frequency identification (RFID), wireless sensor network (WSN), and 

smart mobile technologies are leading this evolutionary trend. In the wake of this tendency, 

this paper proposes a novel, IoT-aware, smart architecture for automatic monitoring and 

tracking of patients, personnel, and biomedical devices within hospitals and nursing institutes. 

Staying true to the IoT vision, we propose a smart hospital system (SHS), which relies on 

different, yet complementary, technologies, specifically RFID, WSN, and smart mobile, 

interoperating with each other through a Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP)/IPv6 over 

low-power wireless personal area network (6LoWPAN)/representational state transfer (REST) 

network infrastructure. The SHS is able to collect, in real time, both environmental conditions 
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and patients’ physiological parameters via an ultra-low-power hybrid sensing network (HSN) 

composed of 6LoWPAN nodes integrating UHF RFID functionalities. Sensed data are 

delivered to a control center where an advanced monitoring application (MA) makes them 

easily accessible by both local and remote users via a REST web service. The simple proof of 

concept implemented to validate the proposed SHS has highlighted a number of key 

capabilities and aspects of novelty, which represent a significant step forward compared to the 

actual state of the art. 

Responsibility and Non-repudiation in resource-constrained Internet of Things 

scenarios:  

AUTHORS:  E. Oriwoh, H. M. al-Khateeb, and M. Conrad. 

The proliferation and popularity of smart autonomous systems necessitates the development of 

methods and models for ensuring the effective identification of their owners and controllers. 

The aim of this paper is to critically discuss the responsibility of Things and their impact on 

human affairs. This starts with an in-depth analysis of IoT Characteristics such as Autonomy, 

Ubiquity and Pervasiveness. We argue that Things governed by a controller should have an 

identifiable relationship between the two parties and that authentication and non-repudiation 

are essential characteristics in all IoT scenarios which require trustworthy communications. 

However, resources can be a problem, for instance, many Things are designed to perform in 

low-powered hardware. Hence, we also propose a protocol to demonstrate how we can achieve 

the authenticity of participating Things in a connectionless and resource-constrained 

environment. 

Integration of Agent-based and Cloud Computing for the Smart Objects-oriented IoT: 

 AUTHORS:  G. Fortino, A. Guerrieri, C. Savaglio, and W. Russo. 

In In the future Internet of Things (IoT), smart objects will be the fundamental building blocks 

for the creation of cyber-physical smart pervasive systems in a great variety of application 

domains ranging from health-care to transportation, from logistics to smart grid and cities. The 

implementation of a smart objects-oriented IoT is a complex challenge as distributed, 

autonomous, and heterogeneous IoT components at different levels of abstractions and 

granularity need to cooperate among themselves, with conventional networked IT 

infrastructures, and also with human users. In this paper, we propose the integration of two 

complementary mainstream paradigms for large-scale distributed computing: Agents and 

Cloud. Agent-based computing can support the development of decentralized, dynamic, 

cooperating and open IoT systems in terms of multi-agent systems. Cloud computing can 

enhance the IoT objects with high performance computing capabilities and huge storage 

resources. In particular, we introduce a cloud-assisted and agent-oriented IoT architecture that 

will be realized through ACOSO, an agent-oriented middleware for cooperating smart objects, 

and BodyCloud, a sensor-cloud infrastructure for large-scale sensor-based systems. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

However, practical realization of this technology is met numerous security and privacy 

concerns, which are to be mitigated for large scale successfully deployment of IoT technology. 

A prevention technique is proposed to enhance cyber security of IoT devices and networks 

against DDoS attacks which consume the bandwidth in modern Internet of things (IoT) 

devices. Since these networks are wireless and self configuring and doesn’t need a pre-existing 

infrastructure and have a large unpredictable node movements, security becomes one of the 

most vital issue to be raised into the account. 

 

Fig.2: System architecture 

4. Implementation 

IOT (Internet of Things) are small devices which can send or receive data through internet and 

this devices are using in various fields such as health care (doctors will embed IOT devices in 

patient body or can be used as watch to monitor patient BP, Heart Rate etc and send that 

information to hospital server for monitoring), agriculture fields, military area etc. This small 

devices runs on batteries and infrastructure less as it can configure themselves by finding 

neighbours to send or receive data. Due to infrastructure less (require no monitoring of human) 

this small devices security is at risk as we cannot include heavy computation security 

algorithms in small devices due to battery power. 

Attackers can intrude any devices and monitor all data and then perform mischievous activities 

by making himself as neighbour and then collect all packets and drop them or continuously 
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send dummy packet to jam the network. This attacks are of two types INSIDER and 

OUTSIDER in INSIDER attack attacker steal information from genuine node and misuse it 

and in OUTSIDER attack attacker becomes neighbour of genuine node and perform 

mischievous activities. 

As we cannot include intrusion detection system in small devices so to provide security to IOT 

devices author of this paper introduce simple concept called LOG monitoring. In this propose 

approach two types of nodes work together called NORMAL NODES and IDS NODES. 

Normal nodes will send and receive packets and all this activities will be monitor by IDS node 

and generate a report. In this report we will have Node id, event type (whether nodes perform 

proper communication or drop the packets this we can now by receiving ACK from nodes) and 

time stamp. Generated log report will be send to STATION and STATION will analyse this 

report to know which nodes are performing well and which nodes are doing malicious 

activities. By using this information station will remove such IOT nodes from networks. If 

attacker node drop/jam packets more than given threshold than that IOT node will be consider 

as attacker. 

EXTENSION: 

In this project to reduced packet transmission time we are employing packet compression 

technique which will monitor all packets in a period of time and if redundant packet sense or 

generated then those packets will be ignored from transmission and packet sending size will 

get reduce and can improve or reduce packet transmission time. 

Normally IOT sensor always sense data from its environment and there is a chance that IOI 

will sense redundant or similar data and sending such data will consume network resources and 

take more transmission time and by avoiding such packets we can improve network 

performance. 

5. Experimental Results 

 

Fig.3: Home screen 
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Fig.4: Simulation configuration screen 

 

Fig.5: Define IDS & normal IOTs 

 

Fig.6: Start communication 

 

Fig.7: Malicious node detection graph 
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Fig.8: Compression graph 

6. Conclusion

This article highlights the increasing threat of DDoS attacks in IoT networks and the potential 

harm they can cause to security and performance. It emphasizes the need for effective security 

techniques and proposes a prevention scheme suitable for vulnerable IoT networks. The 

proposed algorithm is based on existing IDS structures and functions, providing adaptability 

and adjustability to meet various security needs. It includes a simultaneously updatable 

blacklist table and can generate recommendations for reaction modules to ensure network 

performance, security, and survivability during attacks. Additionally, packet compression is 

employed to reduce packet size, enabling faster transmission and enhancing network lifetime.
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